Contralateral Endoscopic Approach for a Rare Case of Neuroglial Cyst
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Abstract

Neuroglial cysts are very rare benign lesions of the brain, accounting for up to 1% of all intracranial cysts. Various intracranial locations such as parenchyma, ventricles, subarachnoid spaces, and rarely the spinal cord have been reported. The clinical features vary according to the site of the cyst ranging from being asymptomatic to having headache, seizures, and hemiparesis. It is most commonly seen in infants and children but can be seen in adults too. This rare case is of a middle-aged woman presenting with complaints of headache and left-sided hemiparesis. We report a rare case of a right-sided neuroglial cyst for which a contralateral endoscopic approach was taken for the surgery. Endoscopic cyst fenestration is an ideal modality to treat neuroglial cyst. The contralateral endoscopic approach to treat neuroglial cyst is a better option with the advantage of minimal invasiveness along with better visualization of the ventricles and easy maneuverability of the endoscope within the ventricles and surrounding anatomy.
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Key Message

Endoscopic cyst fenestration is an ideal modality to treat neuroglial cysts. The contralateral endoscopic approach to treat a neuroglial cyst is a better option with the advantage of minimal invasiveness along with better visualization of the ventricles and easy maneuverability of the endoscope within the ventricles and surrounding anatomy.

Introduction

Neuroglial cysts are very rare benign lesions of the brain accounting for up to 1% of all intracranial cysts.1 Although there are various theories regarding the origin of these cysts, most neuroglial cysts arise from the ectopic ependymal cells. They have ectodermal origin consisting of capsule lined by ependymal epithelium, connective tissue, and glial layer.2-4 Various intracranial locations such as parenchyma, ventricles, subarachnoid spaces, and rarely the spinal cord have been reported. The clinical features vary according to the site of the cyst ranging from being asymptomatic to headache, seizures, and hemiparesis. It is most commonly seen in infants and children, but can be seen in adults also. This case is of a middle-aged woman presenting with complaints of headache and left-sided hemiparesis.

Case Report

A 55-year-old right-handed woman came to our outpatient department (OPD) with complaints of mild headache and gradually increasing left-sided hemiparesis for the last 1 year along with difficulty in walking. On examination, the power
of the left upper limb was 2/5 and that of the left lower limb was 2/5. Noncontrast computed tomography (NCCT) of the head (►Fig. 1A & B) of the patient was done, which showed a right-sided parieto-occipital cyst with a midline shift. The patient underwent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain (►Fig. 1C & D), which revealed a cyst in the right parieto-occipital region having a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) intensity consistent with a neuroglial cyst along with a midline shift of approximately 8 mm to the left.

**Procedure**

Neuronavigation (StealthStation S7; ►Fig. 2) was used in this case to confirm the entry point along with the trajectory. The patient underwent endoscopic fenestration of the neuroglial cyst to the right lateral ventricle via the contralateral (left) approach. The endoscope was inserted in the left ventricle whereby septostomy (►Fig. 3A) was performed. The endoscope was further advanced to the right ventricle and identification of the cyst was done. Wide fenestration of the cyst wall was made (►Fig. 3B). A contrast (Omnipaque 300) was put in to confirm the fenestration, which was confirmed intraoperatively by fluoroscopy and later on by post-op NCCT the head (►Fig. 4A).

Postoperatively, the patient tolerated the surgery well with improvement in headache and subtle improvement in the
power of the left upper limb in the immediate post-op period. On the follow-up after 1 month, the patient had regained full power of her left upper and lower limbs and was able to walk independently. Follow-up head NCCT showed disappearance of the neuroglial cyst with no midline shift (Fig. 4B).

**Discussion**

Neuroglial cysts, also known as neuroepithelial cysts or glioependymal cysts, have been very rarely reported in adults. The most commonly accepted hypothesis is that they originate early in embryogenesis and therefore most of the reported cases are in fetuses and infants.

With the completion of neurulation at the end of week 4 of embryogenesis, its entire wall is made up of neuroepithelial cells that form the pseudostratified epithelium or neuroepithelium. The cells give rise to neuroblasts and glioblasts, which form neurons and glial cells, respectively. Gradually in the following weeks, both these cells migrate from the deep zone to the intermediate and outer zones near the surface of the brain cortex. The cavity of the neural tube enlarges to form the ventricular system, which is lined by ependymal cells and in some part by well-vascularized pia, forming the tela choroidea. Tela is invaginated by blood cells, which form a choroid plexus.

Several theories have been developed, of which Friede and Yasargil’s hypothesis regarding the displacement of the tela toward the brain parenchyma or the subarachnoid space is widely accepted. This theory also explains the different intracranial locations and cyst histological types.

The term (NEUROGLIAL CYST) was given by Friede and Yasargil in 1977 and constitutes the rarest (<1%) form of cystic lesion of the brain with an intracerebral or extracerebral origin. Very rarely it may be located in the spinal cord or anywhere along the neuraxis, but does not communicate directly with the ventricles although it has the propensity for it. The most common site is periventricle of the frontal lobe.

The symptoms can manifest according to the location of the cysts. Supratentorial cysts may manifest as headache, seizures, motor deficits, and cognition defects. In children, developmental defects such as corpus callosal anomaly can be present, while infratentorial cysts can present as dizziness, diplopia, and hemifacial spasm.

---

**Fig. 3** (A) Ease of maneuverability of an endoscope (Aesculap) inside the left ventricle. By septostomy, the right ventricle was entered and identification of the cyst wall was done. denotes choroid plexus. (B) (i) Septostomy site. (ii) Ventricle cavity. (iii) Neuroglial cyst cavity after fenestration. With wide cyst fenestration done, the ventricle as well as the cyst can be seen.

**Fig. 4** (A) The contrast (Omnipaque 300) given inside the neuroglial cyst to confirm patency of the stoma can be seen in the immediate post-op noncontrast computed tomography (NCCT) of the head. (B) NCCT of the head at 6 weeks shows disappearance of neuroglial cyst with no midline shift. The sulci are visible with no effacement.
MRI is the preferred diagnostic modality for detecting these cysts. T1 images are hypointense, while the T2 images are hyperintense without any contrast uptake. The cyst in CT is similar to CSF with smooth rounded border and is normally unilocular.

Many different treatment modalities have been suggested although a unanimous agreement on the procedure of choice is still lacking due to the rarity of these cases. Previously reported cases with their treatment have been shown in Table 1.

For asymptomatic patients, regular follow-up is done. In symptomatic patients, various surgical management such as cystoperitoneal shunts, cystoventricular bypass, craniotomy with excision of the cyst wall with or without fenestration, or a combination of various procedures can be done.

Open craniotomy is itself an invasive and long procedure that increases morbidity along with a prolonged hospital stay. The disadvantage of having a shunt is placement of the external hardware with risk of malfunction later on. In this patient, we have done endoscopic fenestration of the cyst wall with or without fenestration, or a combination of various procedures can be done.

Open craniotomy is itself an invasive and long procedure that increases morbidity along with a prolonged hospital stay. The disadvantage of having a shunt is placement of the external hardware with risk of malfunction later on. In this patient, we have done endoscopic fenestration of the cyst wall with or without fenestration, or a combination of various procedures can be done.

The contralateral approach has the additional advantage of achieving a better working trajectory of the endoscope in this case. Thus, improved maneuverability of the endoscope within the narrow space of the ventricles helps identify the anatomy and make interventions with ease. Wide cyst fenestration with communication through the thinnest part of the lateral ventricle is done, thereby achieving desired results with restoration of the CSF channels. This approach provides a better trajectory and working angle and thus prevents trauma within the ventricle and neurovascular structures, thus reducing procedure-related morbidities.

The final patency of the stoma thus created was confirmed by giving dye and doing an intraoperative ventriculography.

**Conclusion**

Endoscopic cyst fenestration is an ideal modality to treat neuroglial cysts. The contralateral endoscopic approach to treat neuroglial cysts is a better option with the advantage of minimal invasiveness along with better visualization of the ventricles and easy maneuverability of the endoscope within the ventricles and the surrounding anatomy.
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